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How do I feel about 
the Church
1 Timothy 3,4



I hope to come to you quickly. But I’m 
writing these things to you so that if I’m 
delayed you’ll know how you should 
behave in God’s household. It is the church 
of the living God and the backbone and 
support of the truth. Without question, the 
mystery of godliness is great: 

1 Timothy 3:14-15 CEB



1 Timothy 3:16

the mystery of 
our devotion

NABRE
(New American)

the mystery 
of godliness

CEB
(Common English)

our religion contains 
amazing revelation

NET
(New English)

NA XXVI: Great indeed, we confess, is the mystery of our religion



Train yourself in godliness, for while 
bodily training is of some value, 
godliness is of value in every way, as it 
holds promise for the present life and 
also for the life to come. 

1 Timothy 4:7,8
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He was revealed as a human
Declared righteous by the Spirit

Seen by angels
Preached throughout the nations

Believed in around the world
And taken up in glory 

1 Timothy 3:16



Certainty

the Truth v 15
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‘Beyond all Question’
1 Tim 3:16



Are you growing more 
certain of your faith?



A Great 
Mystery

… amazing revelation …
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The Mystery 
of godliness



Train yourself in godliness, for while 
bodily training is of some value, 
godliness is of value in every way, as it 
holds promise for the present life and 
also for the life to come. 

1 Timothy 4:7,8



Godliness 
in Christ

a Christo-centric creed
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He was revealed as a human
Declared righteous by the Spirit

Seen by angels
Preached throughout the nations

Believed in around the world
And taken up in glory 

1 Timothy 3:16



revealed - declared
seen - preached

believed in - taken up
1 Tim 3:16



verse 16

contrast

contrast

compliment2
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1 FLESH/HUMAN : 
SPIRIT

WORLD : GLORY

SEEN : PREACHED

revealed as a human - declared righteous by the Spirit

seen by angels - preached throughout the nations

believed in around the world - taken up in glory
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How important to you 
is godliness?


